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AbstractIn teaching language along with its culture, teacher should take pragmatic aspectsinto consideration since understanding pragmatics will help foreign languagelearners to avoid false interpretation which will cause misunderstanding incommunication between speakers with different culture and social backgrounds. Itis called as pragmatic failure which usually takes place in cross-culturalcommunication. Since pragmatics plays quite important role in communication, itis important for foreign language learners to have sensitivity of cross culturalpragmatics, commonly known as cross cultural or intercultural pragmaticawareness. However, teaching language along with culture seems to beproblematic, since it is relatively difficult to choose which aspect(s) of culture toteach, what content to include, and how to represent cultures implicitly understudy, which presents differences from the norm of students’ local culture.Therefore, this paper tries to explore the essential issues of spoken discourse,pragmatics, cross cultural pragmatics, pragmatic failure, pragmatic awareness, andits implication to pedagogy.
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INTRODUCTIONIt is commonly known that by the time being, the development ofknowledge and technology has brought people closer together, which results in thephenomenon of the world as a “global village” (Kawar, 2012, p. 105). This sort ofcondition causes people from diverse background and ethnicity to work andcommunicate each other. It may be of interest to know that people with differentcultures should interact each other in this globalization era. However, to be able tocommunicate smoothly with other people from various backgrounds, theinterlocutors should be aware of those cultural diversities, along with pragmaticaspects within. Kawar (2012) outlines that in communicating with people fromdiverse custom, interlocutors should be able to identify the proper way of saying,what are classified into do and don’ts, and to be conscious of cultural taboos, since
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what is accepted in particular culture may not be approved in other cultures. Tostart with, it is necessary to clearly know the broad meaning of culture. There aretwo distinctive meanings of culture. The first meaning deals with ‘civilization’which includes manners, crafts, arts and education. Moreover, it is also related tothe manner of people act, think and feel, of which are the results of considering thedominant values and norm appear in the society (Kawar, 2012).With these huge varieties of cultures, alingua franca is needed to make thecommunication possibly happens between different-cultured interlocutors(Christiansen, 2015). That is why it is not surprising if  in the newest curriculum inIndonesia, 2013 Curriculum, the major aim of English subject is to enable thestudents to gain the communicative competence – which are linguistic andpragmatic skill –, or, in other words, to use English communicatively. Besides, thefact that English is considered as the lingua franca creates several demands toevery language users. One of them is the requirement to be competent in Englishthat will help language users to connect with people from different culture andsocial backgrounds by concerning all of the values and norms, and pragmaticsaspects within the language and culture. According to Matthews (2012), it is quiteessential for society – which seeks for viablebenefit in the global market – tounderstand how globalization can affect cross-cultural communication. He furtherclaims that “as society becomes more globally connected, the ability tocommunicate across cultural boundaries has gained increasing prominence”(Matthews, 2012, p. 325).Perhaps these are the reasons why the incorporation of culture into thesecond/foreign language curriculais needed to implement, especially in Englishlanguage education in Indonesia. Cultural aspect has been clearly included in oneof the core competences of 2013 Curriculum officially written in the Ministry ofEducation and Culture No. 37 2018 (PermendikbudNomor 37 Tahun 2018). Inteaching language along with its culture, teacher should also take pragmaticaspects of language into consideration, since understanding pragmatics will helpthe language users avoid false interpretation which will cause pragmaticbreakdown in intercultural communication. Since pragmatics plays quiteimportant role in communication using language, it is important for L2 learners tohave sensitivity of cross cultural pragmatics, which is commonly known as cross
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cultural or intercultural pragmatic awareness. However, teaching language alongwith culture seems to be problematic, since it is relatively difficult to choose whichaspect(s) of culture to teach, what content to include, and to represent culturesimplicitly under study which presents differences from the norm of students’ localculture. Therefore, this paper tries to explore the essential issues of spokendiscourse, pragmatics, cross cultural pragmatics, pragmatic failure, pragmaticawareness, and its implication to pedagogy.
Spoken DiscourseAccording to some experts, discourse means the language in use. Therefore,discourse analysis is considered as the study of the language in use (Gee, 2011&Flowerdew, 2013). The analysis of discourse can be implemented by both spokendiscourse and written discourse. If we refer to Cutting (2011), what makes spokenlanguage differs from written language is that the former is considered as amanifestation of the process of speech creation, whereas the latter is a productwhich has been altered and polished. It becomes a little bit hard, however, to findthe absolute differences between the terms ‘spoken discourse’ and ‘writtendiscourse’ since the border is less clear than that. In further, Cutting (2011, p. 155)states that “There is a cline from spontaneous spoken discourse (unplanned andsemi-planned) to non-spontaneous spoken discourse (semi-scripted or scripted) tospontaneous written discourse (unplanned and semi-planned) to non-spontaneouswritten discourse (polished scripts)”. The clear explanation of those sorts ofspoken and written discourse revealed by Cutting (2011) is included in thefollowing paragraph.It is believed that spoken discourse commonly occurs unplanned, meaningthat utterers cannot predict exactly what they will state before they actually spit itout, and they set the organized words as they are talking. The casual conversationslike having casual conversation with friends at the coffee shop and chatting withstrangers on the bus are the examples of this unplanned spoken discourse. If mostof spoken discourse is unplanned, then it is less arguable to say that mainly spokendiscourse can take place in form of semi-planned, which means that an idea ortopic has been prepared by the speakers concerning the type of objects that theyintend to say before they actually reveal it. This semi-planned spoken discourse
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usually happens in complex discussion which requires the speakers to chooserehearsed words carefully such as job interviews. The third type of spokendiscourse is semi-scripted spoken discourse, which has similarity to semi-plannedspoken discourse with the exception of the planned words that have beeninscribed. What makes it different from scripted spoken discourse is that itrequires creativity. It happens in a presentation, in which the presenter uses awritten list of points and power point slides while to assist him/her in explainingthe materials. Spontaneous written discourse occasionally occurs in form of semi-planned writing for instance: scrawled notes, mind maps, text memos, emails, chat-room texts and Facebook chats. Nevertheless, this paper will be focusing more onspoken discourse rather than the written one.In speaking, conveying a message to the listener(s) becomes the major aimof the speaker. In order to do that, the speaker should produce some utteranceswhich sometimes include two type meanings, i.e. literal denoting (semantic) andnon-literaldenoting (pragmatics). The following description is proposed byGriffiths (2006) in order to distinguish pragmatics from semantics:
If you are dealing with meaning and there is no context to consider,then you are doing semantics, but if there is a context to be broughtinto consideration, then you are engaged in pragmatics. Pragmatics isthe study of utterance meaning, semantics is the study of sentencemeaning and word meaning. (p. 6)Adding to this, Carston (2002) confirms that there is usually, but notalways, a divergence between what a person says and what he/she intends toconvey. It means that the speaker produces utterances or linguistics expressionswhich seem to be different from the intended meaning he/she is trying tocommunicate by using them. Some distinction of this is made by working inpragmatics and it is confirmed by our daily experience as speakers and hearers. Ascited in Koksal (n.d.), Leech even gives a clearer explanation about the differencebetween semantics and pragmatics by providing an example. He states that thesimilarity between semantics and pragmatics is that both of them deal withmeaning. However, the verb “mean” has two different functions. For example, thequestion “What does X mean?” demands the hearer to present semantic meaning,
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while the question “What did you mean by X” takes him/her to pragmatic one(Koksal, nd, p. 631). What can be drawn from those explanations is that pragmaticsrefers to the speaker-listener interaction dealing with the use of and theinterpretation of utterances which sometimes presents a divergence between thelinguistics expression and the intended meaning.
PragmaticsThe real communication between interlocutors with different backgroundis not as simple as pressing the buttons on a remote control affecting circuits in atelevision set. What makes it sometimes complicated is because in communicating,as explained by Griffiths (2006), the listener should guess the speaker’s intendedmeaning. Only if the intention is precisely recognized, the message is considered tobe successfully communicated. In order to anticipate miscommunication, thespeaker should carefully decide what he/she needs to say to make the listenerunderstand what he/she is intending to convey. There will be three consequencesthat remain exist (Griffiths, 2006):1) Sometimes, different ways are used to communicate the same message, and,vice versa, different messages are conveyed by using the same linguisticsexpression. It depends on what – in reference to the context – will enablethe listener to catch the intended meaning of the speaker. It explains whythe writer previously mentioned that human communication is not assimple as pressing the button of a remote control.2) “The active participation of the addressee sometimes allows not to becommunicated with just a little having been said” (p. 2).3) Mistakes can possibly occur during the interaction. It is true that in face-to-face interaction, the listener’s reaction can be easily recognized by thespeaker (e.g.: grins, scowls, spoken responses, actions). These reactions canbe used to help the speaker judging whether or not the listener successfullyinterprets the conveyed messages, and if the listener does not, the speakercan add more expression to (1) cancel misunderstandings and (2) givefurther guide for the listener towards what message really is intended toconvey. The situation will be slightly different during the telephone
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conversation, in which the possibility of misunderstanding is relativelyhigher.Therefore, it is quite reasonable to say that learning pragmatics isimportant for second language (L2) learners to help them recognizing that there isactually a complex process of conveying a message from the speaker to the listenerwhich may result in multiple interpretations. To illustrate this, the interpretationof example (P.1) by Griffiths (2006, p. 6) will be explored in terms of threeapparent stages: literal meaning (semantics), explicature (pragmatics), andimplicature (pragmatics). For example in the sentence:
That was the last bus (P.1).

The factual meaning of an utterance is grounded on the semantic elementsof a particular language the interlocutors learn. Therefore, the above example,(P.1), can be analysed as follows: that is considered as something salient isequated; and since the utterance is in a past tense form, it can be assumed that itappears at an earlier time; and since there is no context to consider, last can meanfinal or recent. The meaning is recognized without any consideration of who thespeaker is, when the utterance is spoken, and where the interaction actually takesplace. In other words, there is no context involved to take into account.Different from literal meaning – which is barely based on semanticinformation – in explicature, the interlocutors needs to use contextual informationand word knowledge in order to precisely interpret the messages. It means that aparticular utterance may be interpreted differently depends on the contextinvolved. If the example (P.1) is actually a comment produced by first interlocutor(I1) in response to second interlocutor’s (I2) text message: Missed 10 p.m. bus,then  (P.1) might mean that was the final bus on tonight’s schedule going to whereI know you were intending to travel. However, if example (P.1) is a bus driver’sresponse passenger’s question: Some of these buses go to Yogyakarta viaTemanggung; is this one of them?, then (P.1) can be interpreted as “The previousbus that left from here was one of those that goes via Temanggung”.It can be clearly seen from the above example that the explicature of anutterance works beyond its literal meaning. This explicature is classified into
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pragmatics since there are contexts to take into interlocutors’ account. In theabove example, context (1) helps the listener to get rid of such disambiguationbetween final and previous meanings of last, and (2) helps identifying what thingsare referred to when the L2 in those two different contexts uses the expressionsthat was the last bus.In working out an implicature, it is crucial to know more about the kind ofrelationship that the interlocutors have (for the first context), and about the lookon the bus driver’s face (for the second context). These are deductions inferred byattempting to get it, within the light of relevant data, the point of a speaker creatingarticulations that, in context, are likely to have specific explicatures. Sincepragmatics deal with non-literal meaning, it is not surprising if variousinterpretations may occur during the interaction. Flowerdew (2013, p. 79) clearlystated that “pragmatics is to do with how language is used in context and therelationship between language use and language form. It deals with variousaspects of non-literal meaning such as: speech acts; conversational analysis;cooperative principles, politeness, relevance.Flowerdew (2013) argues that speechacts mean utterances that serve a function in communication. Meanwhile,conversational analysis (CA) is an approach to spoken interaction. CA wasdeveloped within the context of sociological enquiry. Concurring to CA,conversation is conceived of as discourse activities which construct together tomake coherent social interaction. Grice’s cooperative principles can be defined asconcept of conversation as the agreeable interaction of two parties within theadvancement of a common set of purposes (Grice, 1998).
Cross Cultural PragmaticsMatthews (2012) claims that culture is able to affect how a person perceivesthe actions of others. However, to start with, it is needed to know how the termculture is defined. Kawar (2012, p. 105) defines culture as “the inherited values,concepts, and ways of living which are shared by people of the same social group.”He even explain the explanation more specific by dividing it within two forms ofculture, which are local and generic cultures. The former is illustrated as a sharedculture of all human living on this planet. Meanwhile, the later can be referred tosymbols and schemas shared by a particular social group. In language culture,some aspects of pragmatic might be involved.
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Cross Cultural Pragmatics (CCP) can be said as a subfield of pragmatics. Itgives emphasize on both similarities and differences in pragmatics strategies thatexist between two language and/or cultures (Blum-Kulka, House, Kasper; andSpencer-Oatey in Fujiwara, 2004). As cited in Fujiwara (2004), Kasper and Schmidtpinpoint that in the linguistic realisation and the sociopragmatic judgement incontexts, the CCP approach tends to highlight the cross-cultural similarities anddifferences.It is necessary for the language usersto understand of the complexitieswhich may occur in cross cultural communication. According to Koksal (n.d.), thosedifficulties are generally distinguished into three different levels:
Socio-Cultural LevelKoksal (n.d., p. 631) defines culture as “a shared set of beliefs, values, andpatterns of behaviour common to a group of people”. That each country has itsparticular culture is commonly recognize by most of language users. This sort ofcondition will results in cultural differences, which might exist in several areas like(1) time, (2) space, (3) politeness, and (4) addressing (Koksal, n.d.).First, to make an effective cross cultural communication, the interlocutorsshould consider what Koksal (n.d., p. 631) called as “the language of time”, sincetime is often viewed and used differently by people from different cultures. Anexample that can be given is that in the US, it is quite acceptable to assign thedeadline of a particular work, however, it is possible that in some other countriesassigning deadline is considered as rudeness.The second difference may occur in the area of space. There might bedifferences between people from different cultures in using the space duringconversation. Americans, for example, may be uncomfortable with a very close-stand of their Middle East- colleagues when they are engaged in conversation.The third area is politeness, which is sometimes involved in grammatical,lexical and phonological systems. It is considered that politeness usually, but notalways, reflects of status, social class and role. The last area pointed out by Koksal(n.d.) is addressing, which can be applied in different ways. The sender can addresshis/her addressees by using their title, first name, last name, nick name, or somecombination of these, with consideration of avoiding the problem or rudeness.
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Socio-Pragmatic LevelAs cited in Koksal (n.d.), Crystal and Mezulanik argue that “pragmatics isrelated to stylistics and sociolinguistics in their study of social relationshipsexisting between participants, and of the way extra-linguistic setting, activity, andsubject matter can restrain the choice of language features and varieties” (p. 633).Koksal (n.d.) maintains that the creation of politeness expressions tends to begeneral. However, there is still possibility of misunderstanding to occur in crosscultural communication. He argues that German speakers tend to be more to thepoint than English speakers. This sort of condition may result in opinion thatGerman speakers are less polite than English speakers. From this example, it canbe inferred that politeness may be interpreted differently by people in everysociety. Therefore, it is not too much to say that the language users should relatepragmatic descriptions to specific social conditions.
Pragma-Linguistic LevelSomething that differs linguistic level from pragma-linguistic level is that atthe linguistic level, the main target is more on the particular lexical, phonologicaland grammatical realisations of the text as devices that maintain cohesion andcoherence; meanwhile, at the pragma-linguistic level, what the speaker isintending to do with the language should be identified and preciselyinterpreted.The speaker’s decision of the language in social inter-action and theeffects of that choice on the receiveris also taken into consideration. As has beenexplained previously, the interlocutors’ choice of sounds, structures and lexicalitems from the sources of the language in social communications are stronglyaffected by pragmatic factors.
Pragmatic Failure in Cross Cultural CommunicationSometimes misinterpretation occurs in cross cultural communication whichthen results in miscommunication. This false inference is usually caused by falseexplicature (Moeschler, 2004). This theory is in stark contrast to classicalpragmatics which deals with misunderstanding in general and intercultural inparticular. As stated in Moeschler’s (2004) article, classical pragmatics believesthat misunderstandings are due to what is implicated, instead of what is said.  Ashas been mentioned before, false assumption will automatically lead to falsehigher-level explicatures which then causes intercultural misunderstanding. The
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false assumptions are cause by what Moeschler (2004) calls as “false attributionsof shared beliefs and knowledge” (p. 66). Here is an example of interculturalmisunderstanding:A. Hello buddy, my plane reservations have been made. I will arriveat Soekarno Hatta Airport on March 10 at 8:40 p.m., and willdepart from Soekarno Hatta on 14 March at 2 p.m. could you tellme how to get from Soekarno Hatta Airport to Bandung? I’mcounting on you for the hotel reservation at Bandung. (P.2)B. …regarding on travelling from Soekarno Hatta Airport to Bandung,you can take the train at the airport, and you’ll arrive at Bandungstation, then you can take a taxi to go to the Savoy Homan Hotelwhere a room has been booked. (P.2)From that conversation, it can be interpreted that the first speaker (P.2)arrived in a foreign country and he/she needs some help. Moreover, it is very riskyto travel alone at night. Hence, the utterance of asking how to go from A to B is toask for some help to go from A to B. However, the second speaker (P.2) failed totake the first speaker’s intention.Thus, the crucial implicated premise is to ask forsome help, and in Western European culture, the host’s duty is to manage andkeep practical worries as minimal as possible (Moeschler, 2004).Furthermore, effective cross cultural communication will smoothly andeffectively take place if the interlocutors are familiar with socio-cultural, socio-pragmatic and pragma- linguistic proficiency. Being familiar with all of those levelsof pragmatics will help the language users to identify the pragmatic content of themessages. All of these considerations go beyond the literal meaning of theutterances. Therefore, if the language users cannot go beyond the literal meaningof the utterances, serious false interpretation are possible to occur in thepragmatic level resulting pragmatic error.Different pragmatic errors might be caused by English learners fromdiverse cultures. If we refer to what Jie (2010) claims, it is perhaps because the L2learners tend to do transfer on forms and rules of their native languages along withtheir native cultures, into the target language they are learning. If they do thetransfer negatively, it is not impossible for them to such trouble in communication.That is why the writer argues that it is considered to be quite reasonable for Jie(2010) to say that “the more knowledge learners know about target language’sculture, the easier it will be for them to reach effective communication” (p. 43).
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Therefore, it is very essential to take into consideration cultural awareness in theprocess of studying and acquiring second or foreign language.
Cross cultural pragmatics awarenessAs has been discussed previously, pragmatics competence focuses more onthe language users’ ability to use target language properly in target language’scultural background. A lack of the competence will lead to pragmatic error. Thismight be the reason why cultural awareness provide a vital role in languagelearning and teaching (MA, 2013). To help the L2 learners in building their sense ofpragmatics, Jie (2010) proposes a number of different level which are worthy toget their attention:
Words levelAccording to Jie (2010), the sense of word can be divided into two:linguistic and cultural appreciations. The latter is considered as the result of thesubjective evaluation done by people whose background is culturally the same. Ifthe evaluation is done by people from two or more different culture, it will result indifferent interpretation. As the consequence, the effective communication will beinterfered.Therefore, it is relatively acceptable to say that in learning vocabulary, L2learners should always take words cultural senses into account whichare thoseconcerned with animals, colours, flowers and taboos. For instance, the denotationmeaning of the word dog in English and Chinese might be the same. However,different interpretation occurs in reference to its connotation meaning in thosetwo languages. In Chinese, the word dog is usually negatively used to refer tosomeone who is disgusting. On the contrary, Western people tend to relate theword dog to loyalty, faith, bravery and intelligence. No wonder that the listenersmay sometimes hear Chinese negative expression of dog, as the opposite ofpositive expressions using the words elephant, magpie, and bat. Of course thesepositive trademarks of Chinese might be hardly accepted in Western culture (Jie,2010).
Sentence levelSomething that possibly causes pragmatic failure is not always the culturaldiversity. It is sometimes caused by what so called a “deficiency of learner’s
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knowledge” (Jie, 2010, p. 43) regarding target language’s lexical and grammaticalusage that is then commonly known as pragmatic-linguistic failure. Take anutterance Never mind as an example, for some culture, this utterance may beinterpreted as a response to somebody’s expression of thanking. Differentlyinterpreted, for some other cultures, the same utterance can be used as a respondto other’s expression of apology. Another example, native speaker of English willeasily understand when someone says I cannot agree with you more means thatthe person is absolutely agree with the addressee’s opinion. Unfortunately, forspeakers from different culture, this kind of utterance appears to be confusing.
Discourse levelDiscourse level (DL)is considered as the stage of language users are able topresent the entire ideas in an organized manner either in spoken or writtenform.Pragmatic failure on DL is closely related to “cultures and constitutions ofcommunicator’s native language” (Jie, 2010, 43). Non-native speakers of Englishtend to unintentionally do transfer on the language patterns from their nativelanguage to English.For instance, non-native speakers unintentionally borrowhis/her language pattern to deliver his/her intentionon the occasion of “greeting”,“complimenting” or “accepting gifts”.
Teaching Pragmatics and Culture to EFL StudentsIt is considered to be a demanding task to properly act and behave inanother culture. According to Jie (2010), when teacher is going to train culture inhis/her language class, he/she should prepare at least three objectives: “(1) To getthe students familiar with cultural differences; (2) To help the students transcendtheir own cultures and see things as the members of the target culture; and (3) Toemphasize the inseparability of understanding language and understandingculture through various classroom practices” (p. 46).Generally speaking, these objectives illustrate that sometimes, when a L2learner wants to have a good understanding of structural aspects of a particularlanguage, willynilly he/she should also deal with a conscious understanding of thecultural background of the target language he/she is trying to learn. It means thatto be proficient in English, an L2 learner will have much to do with grasping of that
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culture, since bothlanguage and culture are interwoven at different levels oflinguistics structure, and cannot be separated without losing their significances.Besides, it is also necessary for both teachers and students to have a goodenvironment for studying English. Therefore, they are strongly suggested to worktogether to build such a natural atmosphere and proper context of environment.The reason is because the L2 learners of English are assumed to be able to gain abetter understanding when they learn under the specific context (Jie, 2010). InIndonesia, the competences are divided into two: core competences and basiccompetences. As stated in the Decree of Indonesian Minister of Eucation andCulture Number 37 2018,Senior high school students in each grade shouldconquersome core competences which usually consist of four levels, namelySpiritual Competences, Social Competences, Knowledge Competences and SkillsCompetences. The core competencies are considered as the minimum standard ofcompetence for each grade that students should possess. This core competence isintended to ensure that between subjects in the same classhave horizontalsynchronizations. The vertical synchronization is guaranteed by giving diversebasic competences of the same subjects for different class(the Decree ofIndonesian Minister of Eucation and Culture Number372018). The implementationof appropriate demeanour in the interaction with international society, and theimplementation of cultural teaching in language teaching are clearly stated in thesecond and third points of core competences for tenth grade students of seniorhigh school. The following table provides those competences.
Table 1. Core Competences for Tenth Grade Students

(Decree of Indonesian Minister of Eucation and Culture Number 37 2018, pp.
80-81)

2 Menghayati dan mengamalkan ajaran agama yang
dianutnyamelaluiperilaku jujur, disiplin, tanggungjawab, peduli
(gotong royong, kerjasama, toleran, damai), santun, responsif dan
pro-aktif dan menunjukkan sikap sebagai bagian dari solusi atas
berbagai permasalahan dalam berinteraksi secara efektif dengan
lingkungan sosial dan alam serta dalam menempatkan diri sebagai
cerminan bangsa dalam pergaulan dunia.

3 Memahami, menerapkan, menganalisis pengetahuan faktual,
konseptual, prosedural berdasarkan rasa ingintahunya tentang ilmu
pengetahuan, teknologi, seni, budaya, dan humaniora dengan
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wawasan kemanusiaan, kebangsaan, kenegaraan, dan peradaban
terkait penyebab fenomena dan kejadian, serta menerapkan
pengetahuan prosedural pada bidang kajian yang spesifik sesuai
dengan bakat dan minatnya untuk memecahkan masalah.

In teaching pragmatics and culture along with English, there are severalstrategies that can be applied by teachers. Those strategies are categorized intoactive strategy and passive strategy (Jie, 2010). According to Jie (2010), activestrategy can be defined as the strategy which is actively adopted in order to solvethe problems in communication. For example, the language users are taught to useboth verbal and nonverbal sources in order to get what the speaker intends toconvey.  This strategy can enhance communication effectiveness. Seeking for helpcan also be categorized into the basic social interaction strategy, in which thelanguage users ask for clarification, verification, and/or correction. All of thoseactive strategies avoid the interaction to break down. The interaction is expectedto smoothly take place although the interlocutors have limitation in linguistic andsocial knowledge.Slightly different from active strategy, in passive strategy, reduction likesuspension, simplification and avoidance are applied. The confusion in interactioncan be suspended by using this passive strategy. Passive strategy can also be usedto tolerate the incomprehensibilities in cross-cultural communication. Falseinterpretation and puzzles may arise knowing that cross-cultural communicationis of ambiguous characteristics. Therefore, “one should be willing to tolerate thecommunication counterparts’ ideas and propositions that run counter to hisculture systems or norms” (Jie, 2010, p. 45). Besides making the communication totake place smoothly proper use of strategies is expected to create the condition forsuccessful communication.The practical expressions used in daily life can be used as the materials toteach cultural pragmatics. The example is taken from a basic competence occurs in2013 Curriculum for English subject.
Table 2. Basic Competences for Tenth Grade Students(Decree of Indonesian Minister of Eucation and Culture Number 37 2018, p.81)3.4 Membedakanfungsisosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan untuk
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menyatakan dan menanyakan tentang niat melakukan suatu
tindakan/kegiatan, sesuai dengan konteks penggunaannya.

In Indonesia, asking about other people’s activities are common in order to showthe sender’s hospitality. Questions like What are you doing or where will you go orwhat will you do might not cause the addressee to feel less comfortable. However,for western people, those questions appear to be quite annoying. They might besay in their mind that’s none of your business when they hear those kinds ofquestions. Therefore, the writer absolutely agree with Knutson (2006, p. 599) whosays that “an analysis of learners' real world and academic needs, in terms ofcultural knowledge, awareness, or ability to function in culturally appropriateways, is a first step. With whom will students be interacting, and in what contexts?”It is indeed important that language teachers should provide L2 with the necessaryactivities to offer adequate pragmatic competence into target language (Alinezhad,2015). Kasper in Rasekh (2005) points out two type activities that are significanceto develop pragmatic competence which are the activities raising students’pragmatic awareness and, activities offering occasions for communicative practice.In the end, pragmatic competence is one of major goal for all teachers who teachEnglish as a second or foreign language, which concurrently embodies achallenging task as well.
ConclusionThe analysis of discourse can be implemented in both spoken and writtendiscourse areas. However, it is a little bit hard to find the absolute differencesbetween the terms ‘spoken discourse’ and ‘written discourse’ since the border isless clear than that. Mainly spoken discourse occurs unintentionally, meaning thatthe speakers are not sure what they will express before they actually spit it out,and their words are set together while they are talking. In speaking, conveyingmessage to the listener(s) becomes the major aim of the speaker. In order to dothat, the speaker should produce some utterances which sometimes include twokinds of meaning, i.e. literal meaning (semantic) and non-literal meaning(pragmatics). Both of them are involved in human communication.
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What makes human communication sometimes complicated is because incommunicating, as explained by Griffiths (2006), the listener should guess thespeaker’s intended meaning. Only if the intention is precisely recognized, themessage is considered to be successfully communicated. However, sometimes themessage cannot be understood by the listener because of the cultural differencebetween the speaker and the listener.A people can be affected by his/her own culture dealing with how he/sheperceives of other people actions. In the culture of language, some aspects ofpragmatic might be involved. Cross Cultural Pragmatics (CCP) can be said as asubfield of pragmatics. It gives emphasize on both similarities and differences inpragmatics strategies that exist between two language and/or cultures. It isnecessary for the language communicators to understand the complexities whichmay occur in communication among different culture and background. Sometimesmisinterpretation happens in cross cultural communication which then results inmiscommunication, which is known as cross cultural pragmatic failure. It is,indeed, considered to be a demanding task to properly act and behave in anotherculture. Therefore, in teaching pragmatics and culture along with English, there areseveral strategies that can be applied by teachers. Those strategies are categorizedinto active strategy and passive strategy.Cultural aspect has been clearly included in one of the core competences of2013 Curriculum officially written in the Decree of Indonesian Minister of Eucationand Culture Number 37 2018. The practical expressions used in daily life can beused as the materials to teach cultural pragmatics. The topics of the materials canbe taken from a basic competence occurs in 2013 Curriculum for English subject.
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